New York State Assembly

Citation

Whereas, it is the sense of this Assembly that those who give positive definition to the profile and disposition of the communities of the State of New York do so profoundly strengthen our shared commitment to the exercise of courtesy, professionalism and respect; and

Whereas, attendees to such concern and fully in accord with its long-standing traditions, it is the intent of this Assembly to commend and acknowledge the 10th Anniversary of the Adoption of both Optional Protocols to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography by the United States; now therefore be it

Resolved, that as a duly elected Member of the State Assembly of New York, I recognize that in the celebration of the 10th Anniversary of the U.S. Adoption of the Optional Protocols

We have an outstanding event, which is worthy of the esteem of both the Community and the Great State of New York.
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